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#3: The Plague Doctor 
By Geoffrey Greer 

 
 

This is his second phase. It is more intentional than the first. Reginald is more aware of 
the dreamlike quality of the experience. Elements of waking perception seep in and behave in 
manners that will only reveal themselves to be bizarre upon reawakening. Here are the German 
soldiers in the hazmat suits, who in one moment are being electrocuted; in the next are pure 
electricity, like flickering nebulae. Their round, soulless glass eyes and steel pig-snout faces 
fragment into stardust. Behind them, the ocean and the pebbled shore and the sky melt and swirl 
together like so many paint colors, until they, too, are but a single whorl of cosmic dust. Here is 
Reginald’s father, who may or may not be dead. It would seem, especially in this place, both 
things are true. 

Here is the creature—the monster from Dieppe. It wanders through space a quiet and 
proud menace, as a gorilla lords over its forest. Seen against the daytime beach, the thing appears 
black. Here, against the true pitch of space, backlit by distant suns, it glows lavender. There is 
another thing here, too—a being of light, tiny and almost imperceptible when set against the 
golem. A photon. Reginald feels a kind of affinity for this beacon, not so much romantic love, 
but a familiarity that seems to run as deep. Now he is cognizant, as in a lucid dream. Self-aware, 
which feels like retreating from the precipice of a waterfall. Now he wonders “where” he is, 
which is sad because he thinks it’s relevant. There is a moment where all these things are lived, 
but he perceived the moment is passed. Now, in this other moment, these things are only seen, as 
if through glass. Glass like a vase. Glass like the hood of his plane. Glass like the round, soulless 
eyes of the pig-faced gas mask. He smells roses. His mother whispers, “…Eugene…” 

Now he awakes. Startled, he stares into the face of some hideous bird-like creature, its 
snout drawn out long and slender in a kind of rubbery beak. Behind and atop this apparent 
deformity: a pair of round and black glassy eyes. The animal wears a wide-brimmed black hat. It 
prods Reginald with some sort of wooden cane or walking stick. 

Coming into himself, Red scrambles on the ground—where he realizes he has been 
laying supine. He sits upright to assess. The animal who roused him, he sees now, appears more 
of a man, every part of his body covered by a long black coat, buttoned down the front, with 
matching gloves, boots, and hat. He shimmers like oil, the whole costume made of some water-
proofed leather or rubber. The bird-beaked face is indeed a mask, strapped onto the wearer’s 
head. The apparition smells of roses, a piece of reality Red sees had seeped into the dream he is 
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already forgetting. With each lapsing moment, the the bird mask and the pig mask gravitate 
closer together in his mind, the bridge of awareness between them collapsing. 

The bird-man speaks. His voice is muffled, coming from behind the mask, and even 
barring this, Red does not understand the words. Surveying now the wider world, Red sees a 
number of figures similarly dressed and masked. Perhaps four or five others intermingle with a 
small population of haggardly-dressed and filthy people. It appears to be a kind of village, but 
not of the composition one would expect in France of 1942 or even 1917. Their hairstyles and 
clothing, ragged though they may be, suggest a kind of fashion-sense that is not at all what he 
would regard as “modern.” He is reminded of a painting he once saw in school which depicts a 
peasant family in their home. He does not know the title or the name or the artist, but I know the 
one he sees in his mind: it is painted by men called Le Nain. Some will say that it is Louis Le 
Nain, while others will argue it is the work of his brother Antoine. Both things are true. 

More than the year, Red wonders simply what time it is. Day time, to be sure, but the sky 
is overcast and the weather is cold. The hour is unclear. He is overcome with a thought that 
troubles him: he has not experienced night for many hours. He has no idea what measure of time 
may have been counted off in the amnesic spaces between the battle, the grotto on the beach, and 
“now.” It may well be that he slept for the equivalent of hours or even days, but the uncertainty 
of it—combined with a very real fatigue—invites fear. He wonders if he will ever see the stars 
again; if he will ever sleep a proper diurnal sleep again, or if these random violations will forever 
deprive him. He has heard of men who’ve lost their minds from a lack of sunlight. Does it work 
the other way around? 

Now the bird-man speaks at him again, still unintelligibly. He doesn’t know how to 
respond or whether he is in danger. Red puts his hand to his hip, confirming that he does still 
have his fighting knife on him. He looks around the village, especially at these gaunt figures, 
trying to assess the threat. For their part, the villagers don’t seem alarmed. There is one little girl 
he notices—she is crying. One of the bird-men is kneeling down beside her, but on the whole 
there is nothing here that seems to provoke Red’s military instinct. The people move like ghosts 
in their apparent lack of purpose or urgency. They track mud everywhere from the sloppy, 
unpaved spaces between their huts. The whole place smells of bile and shit, save for the 
fragrance of roses coming from the strange man in front of him. Coughing is the morning’s 
choral refrain. Red notes that there are no animals. The village stinks like a barn, but there are no 
animals.  

It strikes him. He remembers this now, from school. This is a plague village. The masked 
men are doctors. As for the animals, he knows they’re all dead—some perhaps eaten to 
supplement where the crop had failed. From the looks of things, the poor brutes’ masters are not 
far behind them. 

Now he flaps his hand at the plague doctor, saying, “No, I’m fine. I don’t need anything.” 
The man cocks his head and stares, and Red thinks the language barrier must go both ways. He 
raises a palm and nods in the affirmative. The doctor seems to understand. The man waves back 
and turns away, likely in search of some other unfortunate to tend to. As the man clears his line 
of sight, Reginald sees in the distance another of the plague doctors—the one who had been 
tending to the crying girl. The plague doctor stands straight and tall, appearing to stare at 
Reginald. It’s difficult to be sure, given the distance and the expressionless bird-face, but the 
man is rigid. Red confirms with a brief glance that there’s no-one else around him. As a test, Red 
gets to his feet and walks over to a nearby and rotten horse-cart, pretending to inspect it. From 
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where he perches, the plague doctor turns his head in keeping with Red’s position. Confirmed: 
he is staring. Red stares back. 

Now the plague doctor steps forward and in Red’s direction. His determined stride is 
asynchronous with the meanderings of the surrounding villagers. He cuts a path through them 
like the grim reaper marching through his plantation. 

Their meeting does not occur in this moment, however. The distance between them is 
halved when screams and shouts raise an alarm across the village. Now the people move with 
terrible speed and desperation. They are fleeing. The plague doctor halts, turns his head in the 
direction of the unseen threat, and then, after one last and brief glance at Reginald, joins the 
fleeing crowd. 

Now Red turns to see it: slow and stupid, as if there has never been danger. From this 
uninspired state he sees them: a band of mounted raiders. They storm the village swinging 
cudgels and short swords, bearing down on those villagers who can neither keep pace with their 
kin nor outrun the horses. Indiscriminate of the age or sex of their victims, the raiders are like 
lions upon gazelle. Some heave torches onto the dry, grassy rooftops. It is not long before the 
village is ablaze. Far behind them, through a thin fog, Reginald can trace the outline of a much 
larger community. Tall spires on the skyline and a perimeter wall suggest it is a proper city. Is it 
Paris? he wonders, but Paris is a good hundred miles away from Dieppe. Then again, if he was 
still in Dieppe, he thinks, then where is the ocean? 

It is his last musing before he is bludgeoned in the head and once again loses count of the 
passage of time. 
 

*  *  * 
 
 Reginald loves the way his mother rouses him in the mornings when it is time for 
breakfast and school. These early mornings are good times. His father is never present in these 
moments, either already gone for work, or never having come home at all, his night spent in the 
company of a bottle, another woman, or both. Reginald feels his mother’s hand and fingers 
combing through his hair, petting him. Her touch is gentle, as if she means only to admire him 
but not to disturb him. Of course, wake him it does, but not in that jarring and violent way 
managed by an alarm clock. Her touch lures him. He is at the bottom of the ocean; by her touch 
he floats to the sunlit surface and breathes. His mother whispers, “…Eugene…” 

He opens his eyes. It is the least violent arising he has known in several days, but no 
more assuring. He remains in the village. Smoke and smoldering wood scent the air, but the 
screams and cries have ceased. What that silence means of the villagers’ fate he can’t yet know, 
but there is at least one who has survived: the little girl he had seen before the raiders came. She 
squats now beside where he lays, combing her small fingers through his hair. Her face is gaunt 
but somehow still retains an innocent, even adorable quality, and clean pink lines descend from 
her eyes and cut through the layer of soot on her cheeks. She has lumps on her neck, just below 
her soft jawline. She is shoeless, with black, hardened toes. 
 “Good morning,” says Red, and he is surprised when she, in turn, replies: 
 “Good morning.” 
 “You can understand me?” 
 “Yes,” she says. “Of course.” He sits up. What little there had been of a village is mostly 
gone now. The fires had run their course while he lay unconscious in the mud. All the buildings 
are charred and collapsed, if not reduced completely to ash. Corpses lay in the mud, some badly 
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burned. It occurs to him that this must be what it looks like on the ground after he and his 
illustrious Eagle Squadron make their pass through the air. 
 “Is there anyone else left?” he asks her. 
 “I don’t know,” she says, lowly. “I couldn’t find anyone except you. You were breathing. 
I could tell. Did you take a nap?” 
 “I got hurt,” he says, putting his hand to his head where he was struck. Confused, he feels 
nothing remarkable. What he thinks must be blood turns out only to be clumps of dirt. 
Otherwise, he is uninjured. “I…” he begins. “I thought I got hurt. …I guess I’m alright.” 
 “You got better,” the girl says. “I watched it.” 
 “What do you mean?” 
 “You had a deep cut. But it got better. By itself. It closed up and went away. I was 
watching it here. Are you a witch?” 
 “No,” he says, though he finds himself at a loss for what other explanation to offer. 
“Some things are happening to me lately. Strange things. I got attacked by—” he stops himself 
short of saying “Nazis,” realizing the concept would be alien to her. “Let’s call them sorcerers, 
yeah? They attacked me with their magic. I haven’t been quite right since. But I won’t hurt you.” 
 “I know,” she says. “I can tell. The raiders are gone now. Will you help me find food?” 
Her utilitarianism startles him. She doesn’t seem adequately upset at the human loss around her. 
Then he thinks maybe she’s in shock. He’s seen this kind of hardened disposition before, but 
only in other men who’ve seen and done those things which masquerade as “duty.” 
 “Yeah, sure,” he says. “I’ll help you find food. But what about your family?” 
 “They all died,” she says. “Plague. The doctors come from the city sometimes, like they 
did today, but it’s not helping. I’m alone now.” 
 “Not alone, anymore,” he says to her. Then, teasing, he makes an overly formal 
announcement of himself: “I am Reginald Eugene Dow, young lady. You can call me Red. I am 
honored to meet you.” 
 She smiles, bearing discolored gums and missing teeth. “I’m Amira.” 
 They scavenge for food, all social decorum to the wayside. Every home left standing they 
enter; every cupboard, chest, and sack they open. They manage to find enough in the way of 
unspoiled vegetables to make a meal. Red also collects timber from amongst the ruins. The wood 
still being hot, rekindling the fire isn’t hard, and the two of them make camp in a place that’s as 
dry and as far away from the sight of corpses as they can find. They cook the vegetables and eat 
in silence. Dinner is not as varied and nutritious as it ought to be, but it fills their bellies, and 
from Red’s point-of-view, it’s still a damn sight better than military rations. After the meal, he is 
thirsty, but there’s nothing to drink. He longs for a cigarette, but has none. And yet, neither of 
these hardships are of much consequence. He finds himself relieved, even happy, for as they’ve 
labored over their camp, the sun has set. It is night. This is the moment he begins to understand 
that simplicity is joy. 

“Who were those men who attacked you?” he asks, after the food is heavy in his stomach 
and sleepiness looms. 

“Christians,” Amira said. “They come from the city over there. The plague is there, too, 
killing so many people, but they think it’s our fault. They’ve been bothering us for awhile. 
Coming around and beating people up or stealing food. Today was the worst, but I knew it would 
happen one day. They hate us too much.” 

“You’re not Christian?” he asked. 
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“Jewish,” she said. Once again he is reminded of home and of the great struggle of his 
time—a struggle that seems to grow increasingly distant and unimportant. 

“What’s that city called?” Red asks. Amira regards him with confusion. 
“You really don’t know? That’s London.” 
London, he thinks. London. Not Dieppe. Not even France at all. He’s back on the other 

side of the Channel. At first he is speechless, but given everything that has come to pass, the 
novelty is waning. He nods acceptingly, not at all because he understands, but precisely because 
he doesn’t. He sees that neither time nor space are locked in place during these little trips of his. 
He remembers a moment from his childhood when his mother marveled at just how fast and 
wonderful it was to travel by aeroplane. She is putting lavender in a narrow black vase, which 
she tips over in her excitement. 

For the first time in what seems millennia, Reginald has the space to ask, “What now?” 
He’s not had a free moment of thought since they left the airfield for Dieppe. One calamity after 
another has propelled him through the intervening time (and beyond). Only now has he regained 
some agency. There is no doubt in his mind that his… condition demands serious inquiry. He 
wonders what he is becoming. He is coming to accept that this is not an event, but a change: a 
process. To what ultimate end, or if he will even survive, he can’t imagine, but he knows he will 
need to seek help if he is ever to get home. But who is there in this earth who could possibly 
help? And where exactly is “home”? And does he really want to go there? 

He is relieved in that he does not have to answer these questions now. There is a more 
pressing issue at hand. He scans Amira. The firelight reflects off her toes as if they were 
obsidian. This is gangrene. He worries about his own exposure. 

“What do you mean?” asks Amira. 
“Huh?” 
“You said, ‘what now.’ What do you mean?” 
“Oh,” says Red. “I hadn’t realized I said that out loud.” It is not entirely certain that he 

had. “Well, what I mean is, what should we do now? You’re very ill. It’s likely I am, too. Should 
we go off and try to find one of those doctors?” At the suggestion, her eyes widen, the image all 
the more comical by the firelight. She shakes her head. 

“No,” she says. “Please. I don’t like them. Especially the one who sees me. The lavender 
man.” 

“I saw you with one today, before the attack,” says Reginald. “You were crying. Is he the 
one?” 

“Yes. He puts leeches on me. He is making me sick.” Red considers. Although his 20th 
century education has enlightened him as to the disproven relationship between leech therapy 
and the plague, he grants that a doctor of whatever backwards century this might be doesn’t have 
the same advantage. 

“I don’t think so,” he tries to assure her. “I’m pretty sure he’s trying to help you. But 
there are better ways. At least where I come from. I think he just doesn’t know them.” 

“Can we go there? Where you come from?” 
“I’m afraid not,” Red sighs. “I don’t even know how to get there myself from here. What 

about London? Can we get in? Do they have better medicines?” 
“It’s just as bad,” she says. “That’s why they torture us. They think we cursed them. They 

won’t let us in anyway.” 
Red stares at the ground, stymied. The only thing he knows about bubonic plague is that 

it requires serious antibiotics. He doubts that any such medicines have even been developed at 
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this time, nor if there are any plants they might substitute which could sustain her until she could 
receive better treatment, nor if any of this matters at all. Her case appears to be advanced, in his 
amateur opinion. It must be several days’ travel to the next reasonably civilized community. 

“Tell you what,” he says at length. “How about we get some shut-eye. –er, sleep, I mean. 
In the morning, we’ll head out. Find a road going off south and east. Sooner or later we’ll get to 
the coast, and either we’ll find help along the way, or we’ll sail off to the continent. Port towns 
are usually good places to find exotic things and people. We might find a medicine. Or a real 
doctor.” 

He says these things and makes these plans. He does not believe them. But Amira agrees. 
She seems even hopeful. When they go to sleep that night on a pair of make-shift straw mats, at 
least in that moment, he thinks she is happy. 

She wakes up once in the middle of the night, moaning and complaining of cramps. She 
shivers and tells Red she is cold. He cuddles her, careless of contagion. She is burning to the 
touch. She mumbles incoherently for a time, sleeping uneasily. He does not know if he should 
leave her to rest and search for water and help, or if he should try to carry her now and get a head 
start on their trek. In the end, he decides that what she needs most is comfort. 

 
*  *  * 

 
Amira passes in the night. Reginald finds a shovel among the ruins and buries her in a 

place that seems “just outside” the village, suitable for a small cemetery. It is not the first of its 
kind, judging from the many mounds of earth he sees. There are dozens more who still need 
burying. Even now they attract insects. Red hasn’t decided if he can handle the workload or even 
if he should, but he knows that Amira must come first. 

While packing the earth at the end of his grisly chore, he hears footsteps behind him. 
Here now are two pale and bearded men. They don’t look “healthy” by any definition, but they 
don’t appear plague-stricken, either. They wear leather and riding boots. More importantly, they 
wear swords. Red sizes them up as a couple of errant brigands—members of yesterday’s raiding 
party sniffing for scraps. They stand with an air of arrogance, maybe twenty feet away. One of 
them speaks. Red doesn’t understand the words, but intimidation tends to be a universal 
language. 

“Shove off,” he says to them. “I have no fight with you. I have nothing you want. Leave 
me in peace with my friend.” 

The two look sideways at each other, clearly not understanding him, either. They start to 
approach. 

“I said beat it, you bastards!” and he moves to meet them, shovel in hand. He wonders 
how the shovel will stand up against the swords. Now they shout in their foreign tongue, drawing 
those swords. Perhaps they are warning him. Perhaps there is some sort of miscommunication 
after all. Perhaps they are doctors. It is too late. 

They fight—not because any man truly feels threatened, but because every man wants to 
hurt another. The shovel performs as battle ax, bayonet, and bō staff. Ultimately, one of the 
brigands cuts it asunder with his sword, but not before it’s served Red well; not before slashing 
the face of the other. He abandons the fight, leaving Red to contend with just one. It is a strange 
pairing, this melee: the modern airman and the pre-modern thug, but hatred transcends time. 
Everywhere men are brutes. They are mud and blood, and before it is ended, Red sinks his 
fighing knife into the thief’s neck, just below the jawline. It is the same place where Amira had 
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her swollen lymph nodes. As to the second man, he remains where he collapsed after suffering 
the shovel to the face. The sides of his mouth are split from it; his yawn unnaturally wide, his 
mouth a pot of soup boiling over. He weeps. Red kneels beside him. He thinks to slit the man’s 
throat. The man offers no resistance and is, in fact, trying to make words as best he can in his 
strange language and with a torn and bloody face. No doubt he is bargaining. 

Red shushes him, combs his fingers though the man’s hair, and lays a hand over the 
man’s chest. 

“Sleep,” he says. “Sleep.” 
Knowing not how he does it—only that he wishes it—Red delivers a jolt of electricity 

from his hand and through to the man’s heart. One thump. The man heaves; every muscle in his 
body seizes, and he dies. 

Now it is quiet. Reginald breathes. Now the scent of lavender on the air, without a trace 
of garden or wild patch to produce it. Cautious, Red stands and turns into the breeze. Not far 
from him now: the long, ghastly figure of the plague doctor. His oily black coat seals him from 
his neck to the ground, his figure so like a chess king or an overturned black vase. Backlit by the 
morning sun, he glows lavender. His wide hat-brim shades the bird-beak face, but blacker still 
are those round, soulless glass eyes. He stands witness to Red’s action. 

“Well?” Red bellows. “Are you next, then?” 
“No,” the lavender man replies. The mask muffles the voice, but the word is clear. Red is 

surprised to hear English, but it’s not enough to temper him. 
“Then you might as well move along. There’s no one left here for you to treat. They’re 

all dead.” 
Then, the lavender man says, “I came back here hoping to find you, Reginald.” 
Red’s breath catches. “Do I know you, brother?” 
“Please,” says the plague doctor. He raises a palm in appeasement, then proceeds to 

unmask. He looses the top few buttons on the coat breast, and the flap curls away from his 
shoulder. He removes the hat, uncovering a form-fitting cowl, which he peels back from his 
head. The bird-beak mask is strapped and buckled around the skull, a clear ancestor of the pig-
snout gas masks that will follow. He frees the straps, and now, with two hands on the face, 
covering the eyes as if he must not look, he sheds his animal skin. As the mask falls to the mud, 
it spills a bouquet of lavender spikes from within the hollow beak. 

Reginald emits a noise. His lips feel dry. 
Behind the bird-mask, the plague doctor, the lavender man, is Reginald. They are the 

same man. Both things are true.  
“I’ve dreamed about you,” says the lavender man. “…places I’ve never been. Things I’ve 

never done. Feelings I’ve never had. …It all felt so real.” 
“I think I dreamed of you, too. At Dieppe. On the beach. …Did you, did you kill that 

man?” 
He seems to ponder the question, staring at the horizon the way one does when trying to 

summon a memory long dismissed. At length, he says, “yes… Yes, I did. But you didn’t, did 
you? You saved him.” 

“That’s right.” Red says. 
“I have both memories somehow. I was never quite certain what was real. And it kept 

happening. People thought I was insane. I even spent some time in an asylum. Even I wasn’t 
really sure. Not until just now.” 
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“I’m sorry,” says Red. “I don’t really understand what’s happening. I haven’t had a 
moment to think.” 

The lavender man seems confused. He looks Red all over and says, “Wait, you’re still in 
uniform. …How long has it been for you? Since Dieppe?” 

“Only a couple of days, from what I can tell. Why? How long has it been for you?” 
“Nearly ten years.” 
They bask for a moment in each other’s reality. Afterwards, the lavender man says, “You 

must have many questions, Reginald. I can help.” 
“Yes, I do, Reginald,” says Reginald. “That’s gonna be a little weird. Is there something 

else I can call you?” 
“I don’t know. I’ve gone by so many names at this point. These days, I’m just called ‘the 

plague doctor.’” 
Red thinks, then he offers: “How about I call you Eugene?” 
“Yes,” says Eugene, considering. “Yes, that’d be nice. It’s what my mother used to call 

me.” 
Reginald says, “I know.” 
They gather their few possessions. Eugene leads them away from the deathly village and 

into a forest nearby. 
“You don’t live in the city?” Reginald asks. 
“No,” says Eugene. “They think I’m a witch. I only mingle with the mask on.” After a 

moment, he adds, “I’ve been alone for a long time.” 
Following a brief hike, they come to a small cottage hidden in the wood. Reginald can’t 

help but associate it with the gingerbread house of ill-repute, but no aroma of sweets or meats 
drifts to greet them. The lavender in the mask is overpowering. 

“Why do you all fill those with flowers?” he asks. “Another man in the village had his 
stuffed with roses, if I’m not mistaken.” 

“It’s these people,” Eugene says, with something of a scoff. “They think the plague 
spreads because the air is foul. They call it miasma, if you can believe it. ‘Evil air.’ They 
understand nothing about bacteria. They use the masks as ventilators. Air fresheners. I do the 
same, just to blend in. Louis Pasteur won’t be born for another hundred and fifty years. And of 
course, Mother liked lavender, you’ll recall.” 

“I do.” 
They enter the cottage, and Eugene invites him to sit in a small receiving room, 

whereupon the host presents tea. Eugene prepares the cups identically, pouring hot water over a 
blend of crushed leaves and petals. On a low table nearby is a small box which catches his 
attention. This black, wooden container glints with silver foil trim and ornate Chinese characters. 
Laying next to it is some slender wooden tube, similarly decorated, with a kind of small bowl 
protruding at one end. It is some kind of flute or something, Reginald thinks, and he asks, 
“What’s all that?” 

“Opium.” Eugene states, and offers the tea. “Shall we begin the interview?” Eugene sips 
the tea first. Reginald conforms. 

“Alright, then,” says Red. “I might go rapid fire on this one, so bear with me. It’s been a 
real FUBAR kinda ride the past few days, ya’ know?” 

“Fire away,” says Eugene. 
“Who are we to each other?” 
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“I’ve spent a lot of time thinking about that question. If I’m right, then we are the same 
person. Different realities or alternate dimensions or something like that. We got split—or 
maybe, smashed together. Our timelines overlapped somehow. Pretty sure it has everything to do 
with that cannon the Nazis had.” 

“So you were there, too? At the battle?” 
“I was. On my side of things. For you and me, different paths leading to the same 

destination. Different sides of the same coin, I guess.” 
“What about that black rain? Did that happen on your side?” 
“It did. But I haven’t ever seen it since. No chance to study it properly. My suspicion is 

it’s a side-effect of that weapon as well. You start ripping holes in reality and smashing 
dimensions together… things leak through. That’s all I can really say.” 

“So where are we now? Amira—that little girl you were treating—she said that was 
London.” 

“That’s true. It is London, as it stands in this age. We’re just outside it right now. By the 
time Jack the Ripper gets here, all this forest will be cleared and paved with filthy cobblestone. 
There’ll be whores everywhere.” 

“If this is England, how come I can’t understand anybody? Aren’t they speaking 
English?” 

“They’re speaking a British form of English that is three hundred years older than your 
American form. It might as well be a different language. Don’t you remember reading Beowulf?” 

“Alright, fair enough. But then how come I could understand the little girl?” 
“There’s more to communication than speaking and hearing. Your mind does a lot of 

work filling in the gaps. When you have an emotional or spiritual bond with someone—a 
metaphysical bond—it transcends language. It’s easier and faster to form that kind of a bond 
with a child. Sometimes instantaneous. And she was a special one at that. I knew her. Eventually, 
language won’t matter at all to you. You’re changing, Reginald. Evolving. You’ll be able to 
communicate with everyone.” Eugene sips his tea. 

Reginald continues, “What year is it?” 
“Ah,” Eugene smiles. “That’s a little harder to pinpoint, I’m afraid. Calendars and clocks 

aren’t always as accurate as you’d like them to be, especially in a place like this. If we were in 
Rome, maybe—the Vatican—they have the science down already. But out here, in the provinces, 
it just isn’t important to people. Near as I can figure, it’s got to be 1650s, maybe 1660s. There 
was a comet in the sky not long ago. The locals all panicked and thought it was the devil, which 
doesn’t help my case against witchcraft accusations. Would you like to smoke?” 

Red looks askance at him. “The opium?” he asked. 
“No,” Eugene laughs. “Unless you really want to.” Half-inviting. He goes to the corner of 

the room, where for the first time Red notices a military footlocker—same as what they issue to 
the men in the barracks. Like both Reginalds, the trunk is anachronistic, and in keeping with this, 
Eugene produces a carton of 20th century cigarettes—American. He offers a light from a bona 
fide Zippo. “My private collection,” he says. “After awhile, you learn how to take things with 
you when you jump.” 

“So you can do that on purpose?” Red asks. Between the tea and the cigarette, both exotic 
by proxy—he feels royal and reclines in his seat. “I just keep waking up somewhere else. Don’t 
know where the hell I am or how the hell I got there.” 
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“That will happen for awhile,” Eugene explains. “Especially if you get very emotional or 
upset. With time and focus, you can learn to control when it happens. And eventually, you can 
learn to determine where you want to go. And when.” 

“Have you been many places?” 
“Oh yes. At first, I jumped around all over the world. All over history. It was infuriating. 

You’re lucky; you found me relatively soon. I had no one. Everywhere I went I was a stranger 
and a lunatic. I’ve been beaten, imprisoned, hunted. And everywhere you’re a beggar at best; a 
criminal at worst. You have to keep starting over. You have nothing to live on and no sort of 
wages. Even what little money you make—if you can take it with you—it might not even be any 
good in the next place. Either it’s from the wrong country, or it’s too old and devalued, or it 
hasn’t even been minted yet. You start to get desperate. Depressed. The first two or three years 
were like that. Eventually I ended up in China. 1850s. The British were screwing them over at 
that time, smuggling opium into the country and getting everyone hooked. Seemed like as good 
an idea as any to me. If I wasn’t stoned out of my mind in an opium den, then I was gambling or 
robbing some merchant or hooking up with pirates just to get more money to go back.” 

“My god,” says Reginald. “I’m so sorry. I had no idea.” 
“It’s not your fault,” Eugene says, but the implication is that there is fault, and that it does 

lie with someone. 
“What did you do?” Red asks, cautiously. 
“Sooner or later you start thinking about ending it. But even when you think you’re 

ready, it’s hard to really commit. You start out in these half-hearted ways, like hanging off a 
bridge, then changing your mind and going home. Or you take a bunch of drugs, and then you 
stick your finger down your throat ‘cause you’re scared. Once, I wanted a gun, just to make it 
quick and easy, but they hadn’t been invented yet. You got to hand it to the Japanese with their 
seppuku: it’s no easy thing to kneel down and stick a sword in your belly. I probably thought 
about killing myself a hundred times before I got to China. Nature is an amazing thing, Reginald. 
It makes us strong. Despite everything—despite our puny, inconsequential desires and fears and 
woes, nature makes us strong, and the strong survive. And you know what finally happened? I 
was leaving a den one night—middle of the night—and I got attacked. Some peasant or another 
who thought I’d wronged him in some way. He had a little bit of fighting skill, kung fu kind of 
thing, and he had a knife. We fought in the alley. I killed him. The conventional way, mind you. 
I was afraid to use electricity like you did this morning on that peon.—Well done, by the way.—
But I was afraid if I did that, I’d get shot out of that time and place and have to start all over 
again. So I got the upper hand on this guy and I strangled him. But thing was, he cut me up pretty 
good. I hobbled back to this flop house where I was staying like a wounded dog. If I went to a 
hospital I might have been arrested, so I just hid. I poured some whiskey on the wounds—import 
stuff from America, pretty good stuff. I stole it off a ship. I tried to get some shut-eye on this 
bamboo mat. It was the damndest thing, Reginald: within an hour, they were all healed up. 
Closed and vanished. Not even a scar. That was when I knew.” 

“Knew what?” Red unconsciously rubs his head where he’d been struck. 
“That this isn’t a curse and I’m not a victim. I’m not a witch and I don’t have the plague. 

I’m healed. This is nature making me stronger. Making us stronger, Reg. This is God.” 
Red’s cup is empty. Hot as the tea had been, and the tobacco, he feels a chill. Cordial, 

even sophisticated, had this little party begun. Now, in this story of his, here again is that version 
of Reginald who stabs a German pilot to death on the beach. Red did not think so when they 
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arrived, but now it seems that the cottage is built on a slope. They are tilted. Red braves to ask, 
“So what did you do then?” 

“Well first thing I did was stop trying to kill myself,” says Eugene. “I had a new 
purpose—to evolve. To become whatever it is that God has in mind for me. I decided to try and 
control the jumps. By then I had noticed that an opium trip felt the same as that kind of in 
between feeling, like a bad dream or something. I don’t know if you know what I mean just yet.” 

He does. 
“Anyway,” Eugene continues, “I was right. It’s like a lucid dream, once you get the hang 

of it. You smoke the stuff, and this place just sort of melts away, and if you know how to, you 
can swim over to some other place. Some other time. Wake up there instead. It took me a long 
time to figure out still, and at first I couldn’t be sure I wasn’t just having a bad trip. When I 
started out, I only jumped a few minutes forwards or backwards. I’d see myself passed out on the 
couch or watch myself leaving the building, but that kind of thing feels like it happens anyway 
with this stuff. And everyone around you is so damn high they don’t make a big deal out of 
seeing two of you in the same room. In time, I learned how to go where and when I wanted. My 
range kept getting wider. Still is. At the same time, I’ve been figuring out my body. That rapid 
healing thing is just the beginning. You start tapping into something deeper—communicating 
with yourself, with your cells. You can, you can make them do things. You can change them. I’m 
still working on it, of course. I still eat and drink and feel hungry and have to take a shit 
sometimes, but I believe I’ll eventually be able to transcend that kind of banal existence. And 
I’ve had really good results with other things. First plants and bugs and things like that. Then I 
tried small animals, orphans. I can lay my hands on them and change them. Change their cells, I 
mean. It’s like some sort of communion at a cellular level. —I’m sorry. I’m troubling you.” 

He takes Red’s facial expression to be one of discomfort, which it is, but only half on 
account of the content of his story. The other half is nausea and dizziness. 

“No,” Red lies. “It’s not that. I just… I guess I’ve got a bit of a head rush from that 
smoke. It’s been awhile.” 

 Eugene nods but does not acknowledge the remark. “I don’t mean to get so excitable,” 
he says. “It’s just that I’ve had no one to share this with. I’ve dreamed of you for a decade. I’m 
really quite happy you’re real, Reginald. As I traveled, I always looked for you. I tried to 
pinpoint the places where I thought I’d envisioned you. After China, I went to Constantinople. It 
was in the middle of the 6th century. I thought I had seen you in the Roman Empire. I stayed for 
awhile, continuing my work. When I resigned that we wouldn’t cross there, I jumped again. 
Spent a few years in Muscovy—between Moscow and Crimea, eastern Europe area. 1340s I 
think it was. That was when I really started to make great progress in my studies. Really felt like 
I mastered the cellular manipulation. I still never found you, of course, but that’s the work I’ve 
been doing here. I had been working with Amira.” 

“Wait,” says Reginald, his head swimming. “What do you mean ‘working’ with her? She 
was a guinea pig for you?”  

“Relax, Reginald,” Eugene says. His tone is sharp. “A scientist has to understand things 
like the plague, doesn’t he? We have to know what the body can tolerate, what sorts of 
immunities and resistances can be built up. How else would we improve?” 

“What… what the hell are you talking about, Eugene? That girl is dead!” 
“Of course she’s dead, Reginald. She wasn’t strong enough to resist the plague. Not like 

you and me. We can’t catch it. We can’t get sick from anything! But I’m not the one who killed 
her. Not in the way you’re thinking. Not like our father.” 
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Now Red’s mind is a whorl, every version of every memory colliding. Leaping from 
Amira to Ernst to their mother to their father, his nose filled with lavender and tobacco, his 
tongue burnt from tea. The trees seen through the window bend in the breeze as if nothing more 
than tall blades of grass. Red is fairly certain the cottage is sliding down a hill at a gentle speed. 
He breathes deep through his nostrils, purse-lipped, trying to remain calm, lest he blink out of 
this moment by accident. He rubs his palms as if the act might ground out the electrical charge in 
his body rather than generate it. 

“Wait,” he says. “Just wait… that dream… that vision I had on the beach… You killed… 
Dad?” 

“Listen to yourself,” says Eugene. “When did you ever call our father ‘Dad’? And yes, I 
killed him. Don’t act so surprised.” 

Despite everything, Red is surprised. Horrified, even. 
“What,” Eugene presses. “You never killed anyone? I saw what you did to those raiders. 

And you fought in the war just like me.” 
“That’s different.” Red argues. 
“Not so different. Let me ask you this: your father, in your time: he’s alive?” 
“Yes. As far as I know. He was when I left for England.” 
“Uh-huh. And did you have a warm send-off at the bus terminal or the train station or 

something like that? Did he hold you and beg you not leave? Did he love you? Did he accept 
you? I mean, did he allow you to love as you would?” 

Mother is marveling about how wonderful it is to travel by aeroplane. She knocks over a 
vase of lavender, which shatters on the floor. What follows is a profanity-laced tirade from their 
father so incongruous with the offense as to be rightly labeled “madness.” 

“Not exactly,” says Red. 
“Right. You see? You and me—our lives—not so alternate after all. There’s only a few 

degrees of separation in our stories. You thought about it, that day. I know you did. Stabbing that 
knife through that bald white head of his while he snored. The bastard. You came so close. So 
close. I’m just the version of us that actually went there. Do you remember what he said that 
morning? Earlier, to Mother?” 

“No,” Red confesses. “I don’t remember anything in particular.” 
“Maybe it didn’t happen in your version. Or maybe you put it out of your mind. I 

wouldn’t blame you. But I remember it, so clearly as if it could be happening still, right now. 
He’s talking to Mother. He’s talking about me. I’m a queer, he says. A faggot. I’m a sinner. Or 
worse, I’m a mistake. You don’t remember?” 

It seems familiar. Red is unsure if he truly remembers, or if this is empathy or whatever 
even stronger experiential bond they seem to share. 

“Yes,” Eugene states with conviction. “I killed him. He didn’t deserve to survive. He 
wasn’t strong enough.” 

“It’s wrong, though,” Red pleas. “He’s a son-of-a-bitch, it’s true. But he’s a human. He 
was mistaken. He made mistakes.” 

“Well God doesn’t make mistakes, Reginald. He makes improvements. He is a scientist. 
Every adaptation, every variation, every so-called aberration—is an experiment, you see. A test. 
A test to determine which version is superior, which version deserves to survive. The unfit, the 
obsolete… they are eradicated, for the betterment of all life.” 

“I don’t think that’s quite the idea that Darwin had in mind.” 
“Who do you think gave Darwin his ideas in the first place?” 
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“What?” says Reginald. He rubs his eyes. Are there two of him? 
“That’s right,” Eugene affirms. “And Hitler, too, for that matter.” 
Now, even more incredulously: “What!?” 
“You didn’t recognize the rhetoric? ‘Master Race’? ‘Struggle’? They even called it 

‘Social Darwinism.’ Of course I didn’t get any academic credit, you’ll notice.” 
“You… you want the Nazis to win?” 
“You’re still thinking too small, Reginald. It’s okay; I understand. You’re behind me still 

in your evolution. I couldn’t care less about Nazism. Or ‘fascism’ or ‘communism’ or any of the 
other ‘isms.’ Merely stages in the human species’ social evolution. Like bees or ants building 
better hives. No more significant to the whole of the thing than Sasquatch or australopiths or a 
thousand other abortions.” 

“So the Nazis lose…?” Red feels his focus slipping. 
“Oh yes, pitifully so. In one version anyway. But that’s not important. What’s important 

is the experiment, which reveals the flaws and pushes us towards improvement. Indeed: it pushes 
us towards perfection. It’s not a ‘mistake,’ Reginald. It’s a process, a journey towards perfection. 
A journey towards God. All those people, in the village, Amira, everyone: God determined that 
they should not survive. They weren’t strong enough. They weren’t fit. They failed the test.” 

It is something about his phrasing that finally resounds within Reginald. The constant 
scientific terminology. The knowledge that experiments are repeated, intentionally, to gather 
data. The correspondence of incidence. Red doesn’t see it while the story is told; the context is 
missing and the plot-points are in the wrong order. He is also stoned. He knows that now. It’s the 
tea. But the order of events is this: 6th century, Rome: the Justinian Plague. 14th century, Eurasia: 
the Black Death. 17th century, England: the Great Plague of London. 19th century, China: the 
third great pandemic. He sees it now; he sees the timeline. He tries to stand with indignation but 
his faculties are crippled. He falls over the table and crashes to the floor. This does not 
discourage his protest: 

“My god, you’re a monster.” The golem wanders through space, plucking planets like 
berries. 

“I’m a doctor,” says Eugene. 
“You weren’t treating those people. Jesus Christ, you were infecting them. And Amira… 

she knew.” 
“It’s hard not to be so sentimental in the beginning, Reginald. You’ll get used to it. We 

have much work to do still. But it will be easier now that we’re together.” 
“You’re out of your damned mind if you think I’m going to work with you. I won’t let 

you do this. You’re destroying the world.” 
Eugene shakes his head. He looks like their father, staring down at the broken vase. 

“That’s disappointing to hear, Reginald. I’ve been searching for you for so long. I was really 
hoping to take you with me this time. But I see now that’s not what this is. This is another test. A 
test to see which version of us deserves to survive.” 

Now Reginald is limp on the floor, splinters of a busted table beneath him, yet drooling 
and near to sleep as a baby in its crib. He feels his mother’s fingers in his hair. “…Eugene…” 
His eyes close. He hasn’t the strength of body or mind to survive a fight, and it would hardly 
matter. No doubt Eugene’s talents extend far beyond a few electrical parlor tricks. His eyes open. 

“Be careful…” Red mumbles. 
“Oh?” Eugene responds, intrigued. 
“If we’re the same person…  what happens when you kill me?” 
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Eugene smiles. “Perhaps an experiment for another day then.” 
Reginald manages a pathetic “…stop you…” 
“You can try, Reginald. But first you’ll have to catch up with me, and the opium is 

kicking in. For now, sleep,” he says. “Sleep.” 
Reginald is comatose. 
 

*  *  * 
 

Here are soldiers and doctors in masks. Electrocuted. Electricity. Nebulae. Round, black 
glassy eyes and pig-snout faces. Here is the beach all a whorl, a vortex, a galaxy, pebbles and oil 
on the sand, oily black land and bird-like places. Oily black man, chess king, king of the jungle. 
Here is the overlord, black in this place. Monstrous golem, lavender space. Here is Amira’s 
innocent face. Master race. Here is a mother shattering a vase. Every glint of light off every 
shard of glass—a photon, a star. Here is the first. Here is the last. 

 
*  *  * 

 
When he awakes, he has lost time again. Whether hours or days he cannot know. 

Disappointingly, it is not night. He remains in the cottage where he passed out, the busted table 
beneath him. No trace remains of Eugene, the lavender man, the plague doctor. So, too, has 
vanished his footlocker of precious, untimely things. What does remain, however, set upon the 
floor near Reginald’s face where he’d be certain to find it: the black ornate box and pipe 
constituting the opium paraphernalia. There is a card beside it—a piece of gentleman’s stationary 
from a factory that won’t be built for two centuries. Within, a note: 
 

Which runs faster, the lion or the gazelle? And which one are you? 
~Eugene   

 
Reginald doesn’t realize it yet, but this is the moment he begins to find his way to me. 


